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1. ABSTRACT

For centuries, Arabic music has been intrinsically linked to Arab
culture and by extension bonded to the environmental landscape
of the region, reflecting their emotions, moods, and behaviors.
Numerous technological advancements in the latter half of the
twentieth century, have greatly affected the rich legacy of Arabic
music, significantly impacting the natural progression of
traditional Arabic musical genres, scales, and instrumentation.

This thesis serves as an introduction to generative methods of
music production, specifically music generated through gestures.
Through generative music, and its unique ability to map gestures
to different musical parameters, music can be produced using
computer algorithms.

The outcome of this thesis aims to demystify the intricacies of
recent technological advancements to enable the musician and
the audience to incorporate responsive technology into their
ensembles. This approach aims to further evolve Arabic music,
using the concepts of Arabic music creativity while addressing
international accessibility through integration.

The intention of this thesis is to bridge between the contemporary
and the traditional Arabic audiences and provides insight into a
possible future of Arabic music based on its own fundamental
principles.
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2. INTRODUCTION

Encompassing a vast area of land from the Atlas Mountains,
tracing up along the North African coastline, and spanning out
toward the Arabian Gulf, Arab music, as a cultural identity, is
both, steeped in tradition and rich in diversity. Although many
tend to oversimplify the climate in this region, typically
describing it is as only being arid and dry, the reality is that it
comprises many different geographical features and climate
types.

In a similar manner, the people and societies of this region take
inspiration from the environmental diversity and imbue it into
their music. In fact, the very qualities and tones created by
many of the region’s musical instruments are reminiscent of
their surrounding landscape. Authentic (traditional) wooden
instruments, like the ever-popular, pear-shaped stringed
instrument, the Oud, for instance, or the Kanun, or the Ney
(among others), each draws heavily from the myriad of sounds
heard across the deserts, mountains, rivers, seas, and fertile
lands of the Arab Region. Naturally, this concept, although
foreign to most outsiders, is one that resonates seamlessly with,
both, the region’s people and their traditions.

In reflection, the collaboration between many Arab medieval
scientists and musicians invented their unique instruments and
distinctive musical scales based on developments in ancient
Greek music. Due to the consistency and the variety of these
musical fundamentals, it is interesting to see that these same
distinct Arabic scales are still performed, using the same
authentic, wooden instruments (Traditional Arabic instruments)
in many of today’s Arabic concerts. Consequently, many of the
younger audience members feel disconnected from the music,
at these concerts. They are often too confused, or too
disinterested, to listen to those softer-sounding, and nonpowerful Arabic voices, or instruments. Traditional Arabic
instruments are completely made of wood and therefore
produce far less energy and sound. This is in stark contrast to
the much louder and more energetic music genres such as
Techno-music.

Numerous technological advancements, developed during the
latter half of the twentieth century, have greatly affected the rich
13

legacy of Arabic music. This directional “shift” in contemporary music significantly impacted the
natural progression of traditional Arabic musical genres, scales, and instrumentation.
Furthermore, most of these modern technological advancements failed to account for various
principles of Arabic music creativity [see fig.1] directly impacting the evolution of Arabic music.

[Figure.1: The component of Arabic music creativity]

The research discussed in this paper takes an in-depth look at the evolution of Arabic music while
considering the substantial influences of foreign social concepts and modernized Western
technology to its development. Data collected from two primary resources informed this research
project. The first source is a compilation of interviews, personally conducted, with a variety of
Arabic music professors and other specialists from different Arabic countries in the region while
the second builds upon the most recently published research of Arabic ethnomusicology
researcher, ‘Mu’tasem Adileh’. Both resources readily point out that, for centuries, the Arab world
has had a rich and storied musical tradition. However, they also indicate that the majority of
recent songs produced in the region have had little connection to the multifaceted and beautiful
musical structures of their Arab heritage.

On reflection, many practitioners of modern Arabic music (i.e., singers, composers, producers,
etc.), have managed, to keep the rich legacy going, by either, mixing modernized, Western
techno-beats with older, more well-known, or nostalgic song melodies, or by merely repeating
similar-sounding, familiar songs to their audience. Unfortunately, this method of music production
is solely being conducted for profit generation.
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On the other hand, fundamental Arabic music characteristics
encompass the improvisational nature, and the distinctive
behaviors, of both musician and listener, during the musical
performance. For example, during the last century, the world
renown Egyptian virtuoso singer, ‘Om Kalthoum’, known for her
ability to sing one, individual song, for an incredibly extended
period; ranging anywhere from, at least, one hour, and,
amazingly, even, up to five hours! This is because of the musical
ecstasy that the traditional Arabic audience used to have in an
interactive engagement with the singer and the band. In
addition, historically, composers of traditional Arabic songs
would compose their songs using several Arabic music scales.
Considering that, Arabic scales possess any number of dynamic
musical structures within themselves, each having separate
distinctions and different moods; meaning that Arab singers can
sing one song with many different expressions and variations.

This document serves as an introduction for generative
methods of music production, specifically, music generation
through ‘Gesturals’. Through generative music, and its ability to
easily map individual gestures to different parameters, music is
produced using computerized algorithms. The aim of this thesis
is to find a link between thevvse two concepts, connecting
individual expressions of performance musicians to that of
techno-music17. These approaches, while altogether unique,
and fresh, aim to further evolve Arabic music, using the
concepts of Arabic music creativity, and addressing
international accessibility through integration.

1- In the use of the word “Techno music” in
reference to type of music that utilizes
electronic devices, such as Rock, Hip Hop,
Pop…etc.

Ideally, this research aims to demystify the intricacies of recent
technological advancements, and intends to illustrate, to both,
musician and audience, alike, the infinite realm of possibilities
that would open for Arabic music if they would incorporate such
contemporary technology into their ensembles. In doing so, it
could potentially reinvigorate, and reinforce, the distinctive
characteristics of Arabic music. This could allow for its evolution
and forward progression, rather than, simply, maintaining its
steady declination. The intention of this thesis is to fill the gap
between the contemporary and the traditional (old) Arabic
audiences and suggest insight study into the future of Arabic
music based on its fundamental principles.
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3. PROBLEM
STATEMENT

Found in almost every society, around the world, past or
present, music is a tradition, a cultural identity, a legacy, passed
down from one generation to the next, its origins and heritage
woven into the very fabric of our collective history.
Consequently, music is omnipresent throughout every aspect of
society; it can enable cultural, emotional and even ritualistic
connections.

Music is used, primarily, as a tool for communication; operating
within a designed system of musical scales, it utilizers
representative characteristics of that particular theory. For
centuries, long before modern technological advancements,
Arabic music and its characteristics had been intrinsically linked
to Arab culture and by extension bonded to the environmental
landscape of the region, reflecting their emotions, moods and
behaviors.

Since the advent of modern digital technology, however, a
division between Arabic music and Arab culture has developed.
This has been principally due to the recent practice of
incorporating authentic voices and rhythms of Arabic
instruments into digital oriental keyboards, by most of the
international musical instrument corporations (i.e., Yamaha,
Roland, Korg, etc.). These devices, on the one hand, have
undeniably facilitated an “easier,” more streamlined approach
to Arabic music composition. Nevertheless, by diluting and
limiting Arabic music to those digital flat panels, they effectively
eliminated some of its most significant components. Since they
are easier, more efficient, and cost-effective, a growing majority
of today’s commercial music composers prefer to use the digital
platforms, to facilitate increased music productivity.

Due to the music produced using this digitized methodology, it
is built from artificial dilutions of traditional Arabic music and
values. Many Arab music lovers claim it feels “fake” and
disconnected from their culture. Moreover, while there is
certainly a market for the new, ambiguously labeled,
“contemporary” music (i.e., rap, hip-hop, underground, etc.)
flooding the region, there is still backlash from Arabic music
traditionalists, arguing that contemporary Arabic music should
remain true to its heritage and not mimic the west. Therefore,
16

they have to fix its position within the current music industry.
As explained in the “Review of Literature” chapter, an
increasing number of Arab composers and music scholars have
recently stressed that a renewed focus on research and
experimentation is a region-wide necessity in order to generate
innovation, engage creativity, and build upon the rich heritage
of Arabic music. The creation and implementation of new,
epoch shifting approaches in instrumentation and scales are
possible in developing Arabic music naturally based on its
principles. If successful, they will serve as catalysts for consistent
developmental progress of Arabic music, rather than solely
preserving its legacy.

17

4. JUSTIFICATION

The importance of this study emanates from the interplay
between music and both the social and cultural spheres within
the Arab world. Furthermore, it aims to investigate the different
ways, in which this interrelationship contributes to, and even,
parallels, the international music market, on a global scale. In
order to better understand these correlations, this section will
investigate this academic discourse by addressing two
fundamental issues:
- Significance of Arabic Music.
- Generative music as an approach to Arab music

4.1 Significance of Arabic Music.

2- In the use of the word “Western music”
in reference to all genres of the music
occurs in Europe and America region such
as Jazz, Rock, Hip Hop, Blues…. etc.
3- Quartertone: is a pitch halfway between
the usual notes of a chromatic scale or an
interval about half as wide as a semitone,
which is half a whole tone.
4- Chromatic scale: musical scale with
twelve pitches, each a semitone above or
below another. On a modern piano or other
equal-tempered instrument, all the
semitones are the same size (100 cents). In
other words, the notes of an equaltempered chromatic scale are equally
spaced.
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Considering the influence of Western music2 on Arabic music,
the proper identification and comparison of primary differences
between Arabic and Western musical scales is essential. The
Arabic music scale possesses a distinct set of characteristics that
distinguish it from the Western music scale; namely, the
Quartertone3. The quartertone characteristic is unique to the
Arabic music scale, and, therefore, does not exist in the
Western music scale. In a chromatic scale4, the quartertone is a
pitch between the usual notes, creating a total of twenty-four
pitches, instead of the typical twelve.

In fact, seeing that Arabic music is a very subtle, yet very
complex concept, due to its various components, it is very
difficult to properly encapsulate all of its innate intricacies via
written discussion. However, it might prove beneficial to
describe these concepts using a visual aid. As the photos below
demonstrate, a piano arrangement of the 24 pitches will look as
in figure# 2 and 3:

[Figure.2: Quarter-tone subscale on oriental keyboard]

[Figure.3: Quarter tone grand piano built by August Förster. 1924]

Figure.2 shows the external subscale on an oriental keyboard, which, essentially, has the option to
expand its standard twelve-tone keyset, into one that includes twenty-four. Upon pressing one of
the subscale buttons on the keyboard, the resulting sound heard would not be its regular tone;
rather, with its respective key changed to the subscale, the subsequent tone played would be its
quartertone. Figure.3 is ‘August Förster’ grand piano designed with the additional quartertone
keys. Fig. 4, is a visual explanation of where these unique intervals lay down in the one octave
scale:

[Figure.4: One Octave shows the positions of the unique intervales in the Arabic Scale]
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The Arabic music scale structure is characterized as a “Maqam;” the structure of this distinctive
music scale has been thoroughly explained, throughout the literature. One such source, the aptly
titled, “The Maqam Book,” by renowned violinist David Muallem, illustrates and explains every
theory, and it includes an in-depth collection of invaluable information regarding Arabic music
idioms and terminologies.5 In addition to the ever-growing archive of Arabic Maqam research,
Arabic ethnomusicologists identify eight names of the Maqam [Rast, Bayat, Sikah, Hijaz, Saba,
Kurd, Nahawand, and Ajam]. Each of these different Maqamat (plural of Maqam) has its own
distinct expression and mood, which, in turn, allows for a wide range of compositional variety
and improvisational potential.

Listen to video-1 on the attached CD to figure out the differences between a RAST Arabic
maqam and how it sounds on the regular Western scale.

[figure.5: Snapshot of the Video-1: Maqam ‘Rast’ maqam versus the Western scale]

5- David Muallem, The maqam book : a doorway to Arab scales and modes (Kfar Sava: Or-tav, 2010).
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Ever since “The Islamic Golden Age,” the period during which Arab philosophers and scientists
began developing their musical structures upon ancient Greek music theories, adopting the
musical intervals identification to measure the length of tendons (known as Pythagoras Theory),
Arabs have continuously evolved their understanding of music. The ethnomusicology researcher,
Dr. Rabah Saoud, asserts, “Under the Abbasids, the court of caliphs sponsored regular poets…
music gained greater respect due to the works of the famous Ishaq Al-mausili (767-850) who
revived the Arabian musical tradition.”6
During that time, numerous formative contributions from such highly esteemed Arabs, such as
Al-Farabi, Ibn Sina, Al-Kindi, Safieddine Al-Ormoy, Qutb al-Din al-Shirazi and Abdel Kader
Maraghi, all proved foundational in the development of the Arabic music structure from the
middle of the 9th century to the 14th century. Al-Farabi (870-950), famed Arab scientist,
philosopher, cosmologist, logician and musician, portrayed and described a number of
quartertones and intervals, among his instruments (rabab and qanun). Al-Farabi authored five
separate books on music. His master oeuvre, is called “Kitabu al-musiqa al-kabir,” (The Grand
Book of Music). Here, Dr. Rabah Saoud explains its importance:
In this work, he presented various systems of pitch, including one diatonic
tuning to which certain microtones, or “neutral” intervals, were added. The
influence of Al-farabi continued to be felt up to the sixteen century. Kitab
al-musiqi of Al-Farabi was translated by Ibn Aqnin (1160-1226) into Hebrew,
while the Latin translation was made under the titles De Scientiis and the De
Ortu Scientiarum.7

As shown in the examples above, the history of Arabic music is long and distinguished, and its
contributions continue to resonate throughout the world. Due to interdisciplinary collaborations
between scientists, musicians, and philosophers in that time, progress was made within the Arab
world, and those innovations spurred the development of the Arabic music structure, including
its components and characteristics.

However, the sentimental aspect of Arabic music has been defined, in detail, under the
definition, “Tarab,” in Ali J. Raci’s book, “Making Music in the Arabic World.” In it, Raci explores
the strong relation between expression, listeners, and traditional Arabic music:
The emotive orientation of Arabic music is also played out during the traditional
performance events. Unlike the formal Western classical concert, the Arab
performance tends to be highly interactive and emotionally charged. The
listeners’ reactions to the music are quite demonstrable and often appear
involuntary and virtually uninhibited. Furthermore, the music elicits a distinct

6- Rabah Saoud, “The Arab Contribution to Music of the Western World” 2004, http://www.muslimheritage.com/uploads/Music2.pdf.
7- Ibid.
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variety of vocal exclamations, typically voiced by the listening connoisseurs,
gestures that remind us the performances that were held the opulent courts of
Baghdad during the ‘Abbasid era.8

Accordingly, one of its significant components is that traditional Arabic music is very sentimental.
It touches the soul and enables an interactive engagement between the performers and the
audience. This interaction is organic in its Improvisational and dynamic nature.

Finally, to demonstrate further the significance of Arabic music in the region, this research will
highlight where this music exists and where it extends its associations. Arabic music covers a
large geographical area from the Atlas Mountains to the Arabian Gulf region, and it has
extremely strong associations in Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Morocco, and Algeria. A similarly
structured system, allowing for quartertones in its music scale, is prevalent in some areas outside
the Arab world, such as Turkey, Persia, and some parts of Middle Asia. These systems have slight
differentiations from the Arabic musical scale. It is the similarities and differences, which make
this a significant study for areas outside the Arab world, as well.

4.2 Generative music as an approach to Arab music
U.K.-based musician, composer, and music producer Brian Eno, has been credited with the
popularization of “generative music.” Although its definition is somewhat ambiguous, at its core,
generative music can be described as a comprehensive method for producing music wherein its
components and elements are products in a system. Generative music is always in a constant
state of evolution for example it is produced via bodily movements/gestures, computer
algorithms, among others. Eno considers generative music as an equal to live performance and
recorded music. John Priestley agrees, with Eno’s position, he states:
Until 100 years ago every musical event was unique: music was ephemeral and
unrepeatable, and even classical scoring couldn’t guarantee precise
duplication. Then came the gramophone record, which captured particular
performances and made it possible to hear them identically over and over
again. There are three alternatives: live music, recorded music and generative
music.9

The significance of this novel approach to music production, along with Arabic music, lies in the
organic and various structures, allowing for, both, maximum outcome diversity and unique
potentialities.
8- Ali Jihad Racy, Making Music in the Arab World: the Culture and Artistry of Tarab. (Cambridge University Press, 2003), Page5.
7- John Priestly, “Poiesthetic Play in generative Music”(2014). VCU theses and dissertations. Paper 3403.
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Although many software and hardware corporations have developed new applications and
devices for dealing with digital music production, only a few have succeeded in creating nontraditional approaches for music production. One company, for example, “Leap Motion,” and its
associated application called “Geco”, developed a responsive system to translate gesturals into
music via a direct human interaction. This reactionary system operates by responding to a
person’s actions/behaviors through the controller and offers several customizable parameters. As
a component of my research, I will be investigating “Geco,” which is purposefully designed to be
responsive to several gestural parameters, it allows for a more improvised, spontaneous, and
very organic music production experience.

[figure.6: Leapmotion controller-commercial website. November,2015]

Using this process, one can merge the organic characteristics of Arabic maqams, with the recent
with the ongoing development of generative music, producing a new, powerful, and modern
type of contemporary Arabic music. Although it is too early to speculate, this could possibly,
change the future for Arabic music, and its overall contribution to the international music
industry. A collectivist generative approach, such as this, could shift control of music production
from industry corporations to the public. This would allow for anyone to experiment with gestural
expressionism and improvisation, utilizing sentimental personal interactions to create expressive
music within a real-time system. It is the intent of this study to demonstrate, that, through this
“generative approach,” new channels of communication and mediation could open societal and
cultural spheres of the Arab world.
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5. DELIMITATIONS

This paper investigates Arabic music principles, from the
perspective of design studies rather than from music studies.
The approach of this paper is primarily based on the study of
two fundamental components of design. First, the research
explores the functionality of specific Arabic stringed
instruments; the Oud, and the Qanun, each of which the
research investigates in terms of their instrumentation as
product design. Secondly, it will evaluate the behavioral aspects
of the musicians, and their effect(s) on these two instruments. In
doing so, it will investigate anthropological studies regarding
Arabic identity and culture. The intent is to consider Arab
identity and cultural representations, in Arab music, in order to
explore an epochal shift in its development.

Additionally, this paper investigates the use of modern
technology and its impact on the identity of Arabic music. It will
specifically focus on how the misapplication and ill-advised
adaptation of this technology eventually led to a drastic
departure from traditional Arabic music principles.

This paper explores potential integration between Arabic music
principles and responsive technologies. The resulting
integration could inform the continued evolution of Arabic
music through performer and audience behavior. The primary
goal, is to find a connection between traditional and
contemporary audiences, based on the principles of this music,
such as, scale usage, unique intervals, impact of player
performance on the audience behavior, and the function of its
stringed instruments. The secondary goal is to evaluate
opportunities to further establish Arabic music, and its
principles, in such a way, that, it contributes to the international
music market.

This paper will not suggest any musical solutions, to enhance,
or improve, the Arabic music scale in terms of its structure,
performance, or academic teaching methods in music schools.
Nor will these investigations focus on those characteristics of
the musical quartertones, as they exist, anywhere outside of the
Arab World.
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6. BACKGROUND

Music is a powerful means of communication across the globe.
It is the direct reflection of a society’s culture, its language, and
its social traditions. Music has the power to affect a person’s
mood or alter their emotional status as well as strengthen or
weaken the bonds connecting a person (or a people) to their
heritage. While much of the world wholeheartedly embraced
the many wondrous technological advancements developed
during the last century, the Arab world has slowly lost its grip on
several of the defining characteristics and traditional
components that helped shape their storied musical heritage
and cultural identity.

6.1 Review of Literature
Through the close analysis of two key resources – a collection of
interviews and a recently published article – this research
intends to investigate two separate issues pertaining to this
subject:
-First, explore the correlation between Islam and music
performing in the Arab world.
-Second, identify and examine the influencing factors that led
to the loss of several traditional Arabic music characteristics.

Islam is the dominant religion in the Arab world and for Muslims
daily Qur’anic recitation is an integral part of life. Despite recent
backlash from certain Muslim fundamentalist groups, noted
Islamic scholar, Dr. Rabah Saoud wholly refutes the claim that
the Qur’an limits, [and/or] prohibits, the allowance of musical
performances within the Arab world. Saoud fully endorses an
ethos, stating Islam possesses innate ties to the art of music. He
contends that music is found universally throughout the Muslim
world:
The first of these is the call of prayer by the mu›ethín,
the caller to prayer. Scholars stress that the choice of
the right mu›ethín is to be based on his musical voice
and its emotional impact. The second musical act is in
reading the Quran where the musical voice gained
popularity, especially with the development of ‹ilm
al-qiráa (science of the recitation) . . . The chanting is
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evident in acts such as Talbiya (supplications) in
pilgrimage «Hajj» and Tasbeeh (Praise) of Eid prayers.
The religious use of music including chanting among
the Sufis is also well established and documented.10

Furthermore, as the prominent ethnomusicology researcher
Mu’tasem Adileh explains, music has always had a strong
connection to the region. “According to Arab history, ancient
Arab musicians were able to enrich Arabic music life with
significant theories and sciences at the level of sound and
instrument, in compliance the development of science and the
surrounding nature of life.”11 Moreover, the Al-Quds Universitybased researcher continues:
They thus made it flow endlessly over thousands of
years through several music schools established by
pioneer musicians and intellectuals, especially in the
field of ancient Arabic philosophy that represented an
abundant source for the arts of Arabic music ... and it
spread to all the types of world music especially in
Andalusia and Europe.12

As Saoud and Adileh demonstrate that Islam, as a religion,
does not limit or prevent creative musical aspects within the
Muslim community. It can be argued that, many historical Arab
societies encouraged and even perpetuated the art form as
they constructed music schools and engaged in numerous
musical inventions and innovations developed through
collaborative research with scientists, philosophers, and
musicians.

10- Saoud, “The Arab Contribution to Music
of the Western World.”
11- Mu’Tasem Adileh, “Arabic Music
between the Hammer of Technological
Creativity and the Anvil of Cultural Identity
(A Critical Study),” International Review of
the Aesthetics and Sociology of Music 42,
no. 1 (2011): 145–63.
12- Ibid.
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In order to properly address the second issue of this research in
identifying and examining influential factors that lead to the loss
of several traditional Arabic music characteristics, I have used a
two-pronged approach. In the first approach, an archive of
information has been compiled through a formal interview
process with Arabic music professionals in the region. In an
interview with Yassine Ayari, Head of the Arabic Music
Department at Qatar Music Academy (QMA), he discussed
issues regarding technology adaptation in music production,
and how that affects the overall contemporary music industry.
As he explained during the interview, the primary issue with

contemporary musical instruments is that they were not
invented, nor developed, with the Arabic musical creative
mindset. For this reason, contemporary instruments do not
typically coincide with Arabic musical theories or components.
Ayari stresses that most music technology is incompatible with
certain Arabic instruments and often underperform during live
Arabic music performances. He has found that this technology
cannot accurately transmit authentic, genuine sound, as those
associated with many Arabic instruments. Arab musicians also
lack the ability to connect their musical instrument, by means of
MIDI, into a digital input device, such as computer. Therefore,
they are unable to properly record and store their musical
notations in a digital format.

During an interview with Taoufik Mirkhan, Qunan instructor at
QMA, he compared the sounds made by genuine Arabic
instruments, and those of different oriental keyboards,
programmed to mimic genuine Arabic scales, sounds and
rhythms. He stressed that other components, such as the flaccid
voice of the Oud and the Qanun, demand the precise guidance
of a musician’s hand. In addition, there is the intangible element
of the performing musicians mood. This element is
irreplaceable and therefore impossible to reproduce on any
digital keyboard.

In the second approach, I examined a recent article “Arabic
Music between the Hammer of Technological Creativity and the
Anvil of Cultural Identity”, by Mu’tasem Adilah. That article
suggests that one of the underlying factors accounting for the
current decline in Arab music creativity could be:
Due to the large gap that Arabic music had undergone
from the end of the Abbasid period, i.e. the tenth
century to beginning of the twentieth century, which led
to the remoteness of Arabic music from science and
research and its confinement to a verbal and sensational
framework.13

Adilah later adds, “This by itself has taken Arabic music out of
the movement of world music history, and its numerous artistic
schools, which have been centralized in Europe”.14 As Adilah
demonstrates, there exists two, wholly separate, yet, equally

13- Ibid.
14- Ibid.
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significant, periods of time during which pivotal developments occurred both in and around the
Arab music world since the medieval period and neither was resultant solely from the advent of
modern technology.

Notably, while Saoud essentially sides with Adilah’s argument, in discussing the interdisciplinary
approaches comprised within Arabic ethnomusicology, and how it correlates to their earlier
music, he furthers the dialogue. Saoud states:
During the early times of Islam, music was considered a branch of philosophy
and mathematics … Al-Kindí (800-877) was the first great theoretician of music.
He suggested a detailed fretting for the ‹ud, and discussed the cosmological
connotations of music … was also the first to realize the therapeutic value of
music. It was revealed that he tried to cure a quadriplegic boy with musical
therapy … Al-Farabí (870-950) was the next prominent scholar in the
chronology … Al-Farabi also wrote five books on music, one of which, Kitabu
al-Musiqa to al-Kabir «the Great Book of Music», is his master oeuvre on the
theory of music in Islam. In this work, he presented various systems of pitch,
including one diatonic tuning to which certain microtones, or «neutral»
intervals, were added … Safiuddin al- Armawi (1216-1297) who based the
intervals of the melodic modes used at his time upon a detailed systematic
scale that incorporated small subdivisions within the Pythagorean scale. This
consists of using the first ten letters of the Arabic alphabet to denote the
positions of fingers on the strings. To denote the scale of sound level he added
the tenth letter to the above letters.15

The commonality, for these two Arabic music researchers, is that the overall state of decline
currently encompassing Arabic music is, primarily, underpinned by a lack of interdisciplinary
collaboration within the contemporary world. Both Adilah and Saoud agree that interdisciplinary
collaboration is beneficial and categorically essential society in regards to generating the artistic
creativity to progress Arabic music forward, into the modern artistic epoch.

Fundamentally, Adilah argues that the innately convoluted interrelationship between Arabic
music and technological advancements allows for a, relatively, simplistic analysis. In his recently
published ethnomusicology article, Adilah began by breaking the link apart to identify each
component, then, he compartmentalized them into three smaller aspects. Once finished, he was
able to analyze each aspect individually.

The first aspect criticizes the influence of technological development on the Arabic music
identity. The second aspect identifies the role of the Arab musician in the preservation of the
cultural identity, in light of technological developments. Finally, the third aspect examines
15- Saoud, “The Arab Contribution to Music of the Western World.”
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technological musical creativity, and its impact on the Arabic listener.

In his analysis of the first aspect, Adilah demonstrates the rich history of Arabic music and
discusses the efforts of early Arab scientists and musicians to develop their aesthetic for the
Arabic sentimental music identity. Their efforts, he claims, shaped the distinctive musical art form
that served as the Arabic creative outlet, for many centuries. To substantiate this claim, Adilah
refers to the numerous innovations and developments between Arabic music, sciences, and other
knowledge during that time, stating that “Ancient Arabic music was given new impetus and
potential, side by side with other music potential that emerges all Arab countries; the details and
particulars of which are salient in the history pages of this art.”16
Also, the researcher stresses the necessity of considering the aesthetics, and other creative
components, as foundational facets of Arabic music, regardless of the critical impact of
contemporary media technology.
This devouring monster had to apply unprecedented music thought and
themes, in which media technology played a dangerous role, especially with
regard to the components of the creative identity of Arabic music which, over
the passage of history, produced patterns and models that were rich with
aesthetic and expressionistic dimensions regarding the instrument, maqam,
rhythm, improvisation and other traditions that were loyal to their deep secret,
which few rare prodigies were able to decode.17

Here, Adilah’s argument is a conceptually innovative one, in claiming that, Arabic music need not
lose its integrity during transformation. Rather he believes that Arabic music can, and should,
achieve the latter without sacrificing the former. Forward progress and evolution are imperative,
however, Arabic music should only do so while still carrying with it, all the authenticity and
modernity gleaned through scientific and technological development, without changing the
cultural and behavioral manifestations.

For the second aspect, Adilah focuses on “the role of the Arab musician in the preservation of his
cultural identity in light of technological development.”18 In his research, he argues how Arab
musicians have gradually drifted from their musical heritage based on the belief that technology
generates superior musical compositions over purely artistic forms.

Adilah goes on to investigate the misconceptions and misapplications of technology, in
contemporary Arabic music production.
In spite of the tremendous technological development, the contemporary
16- Adileh, “Arabic Music between the Hammer of Technological Creativity and the Anvil of Cultural Identity (A Critical Study).”
17- Ibid.
18- Ibid.
19- Ibid.
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musician has not been able to keep up with the old musicians or closely and
spiritually interact with him; instead, he has started to quote and plagiarize his
tunes, music themes, and instruments from Western music that are completely
distant from his own Arabic music.19

To further his point, Adilah repeatedly uses a term he coined, whenever he describes a certain
type of person, accusing them to be, what he calls “fake musicians.” According to the article, he
describes, “fake musicians,” as being those “falsely enlightened” contemporary Arab musicians.

While Adilah believes that shortcomings in contemporary music production resulted from several
different reasons he specifically points out a few of the most influential ones. Reasons including,
genuine disinterest in Arabic music heritage from the “fake musicians,” an absence of musical
critiques on a scientific basis, an overall decline in pride and professionalism from the musicians
tasked with developing Arabic musical melodies and the broad-sweeping feeling of indifference
towards art awareness and culture.

Adilah argues that, due to the rippling effects of globalization, modern media conglomerates
have seized control over every single thing that we, as a society, do, see, hear, watch, and read,
on an everyday basis. In so doing, the infinitely powerful and prosperous, media conglomerates
are now responsible for defining what is valued and devalued, in our society. As such, it is
Adilah’s belief, that, since Arab media channels purposefully broadcast commercial and sensual
types of Arabic music, its Arab listeners become further disconnected from the identity and
authenticity of traditional Arabic music.

In another example, Adilah examines numerous challenges facing current Arabic musicians, as
they increasingly encounter more sophisticated technologies. He claims:
The Arab musician has to deal and interact with the language of the age to
make fresh and vigorous music on one hand, and preserve its elements, identity
and authenticity on the other hand. In this way, it becomes capable of handling
all the human, emotional and sentimental topics that are consistent with the
concepts and reality of contemporary Arab citizens.20

Adilah’s third aspect questions the “technological musical creativity and its impact on the Arabic
listener.”21 In reviewing this issue, Adilah addresses a quintessential dilemma for contemporary
Arab music listeners, and discusses the delicate sounds produced by the authentic Arabic
instruments. Saying that, “The feeble tunes forced the Arab listener to be in a state of cultural
distraction, causing him to lose a grip on himself and be vulnerable to cultural invasion by
others.”22 By comparison, the “weak voiced,” authentic Arabic instruments were easily drowned
20- Ibid.
21- Ibid.
22- Ibid.
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out by the “powerfully voiced,” Western brass and electric instruments. He explains that, “this
took him away from listening to Arabic music tunes and, instead, to turning to Western tunes.
Consequently, his taste in music has been degraded, and especially that of Arabic youth.”23

In addition, the researcher asserts that another influencing factor swayed the Arabic audience:
the music video. Adilah alleges that due to the advent of music video television broadcasts, Arab
music lovers have since become increasingly detached from song content and meaning.
Claiming that, “the quick [video] snap shots which were probably irrelevant to the topic. This has
dragged the listener into a maze and intellectual hibernation between the audio and the
visual.”24 Naturally, he implements this accusation broadly, meaning that, once again, Adilah
blames the mass media, and criticizes their ultimate goal for quick profit making, on the backs of
the “fake Arab musicians.”

Likewise, Adilah describes the steadily increasing number of Arab children that prefer Western to
traditional Arabic music, as a “deplorable phenomenon.” In his explanation for the phenomenon,
he cites regional inaccessibility to music and the noticeable absence of traditional Arabic music
elements in the majority of contemporary children artistic works. “The disconnection between
the listening habits among Arab listeners since early childhood and their musical legacy is
compensated for by listening to Western tunes and music,”25 explained Adilah. He warns that
unforeseen ramifications may yet stem from the “identity shift,” seen in today’s Arab youth,
arguing that thinking Western music is more progressive than Arabic music might lead to
something more drastic down the line, like choosing a Western reality over their native Arab
reality.

In summary of his ethnomusicology study, he provides solid conceptions about the interplay
between Arabic music and the advent of the media technology. “Arabic music does not need
any remedy; in fact, it is those who are in charge of music who are in need of a remedy.26 The
future of Arabic music stands at a crossroads. It must learn to embrace a musical approach free of
Western elements, but also build a contemporary identity fueled by creative and technological
innovation. By expanding on foundational and practical procedures of ancient Arabic music,
modern musicians can maintain their cultural identity and traditions. At the same time, bold
strides towards new musical territories require technological transformations in both sound and
instrument. Following in the footsteps of ancient Arabic musicians can ensure a focused
approach for balancing creative innovation with tradition, enabling modern technology to find
harmony within the Arab world. Ongoing research should aim to support musicians who look to
the past in order to gain an aesthetic knowledge, which is necessary for the future of Arab music.

23- Ibid.
24- Ibid.
25- Ibid.
26- Ibid.
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6.2 Precedents

Current music markets are vast and full of
enormoustechnological advances in different disciplines. As
such, the precedents studied for this research analyzed recent
findings in the current international music market, with the
intent to address the Arabic music status among these epochal
movements, in addition to search for potential approaches best
suited for the production of certain Arabic music qualities. The
following analysis is inclusive of two main categories, each
demonstrating a different area of inspection:
Innovative product design of musical instruments.
Generative input and physical computing used to generate
music.
These two categories construct two substantial concepts in my
research phase. The first, being, “The Function” of the
instrument, in terms of its capabilities; while the second focuses
on “The Behavior” of the performer/player, on said instrument,
and how that corresponds to the way in which the instrument is
played. I also include a few Arabic approaches in Western
music to counterbalance the Arabic music in global music
world.

First Category: Musical instrument innovation
“Designers Works Over Ten Years to
Complete Gorgeous Grand Piano of the
Future,” My Modern Met, accessed
November 3, 2015, http://www.
mymodernmet.com/profiles/blogs/
gergely-boganyi-grand-piano-design.
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This section will introduce three levels of musical instrument
design innovation – radical, modular, and incremental. It will
then investigate whether an innovative design only serves to
change “The Function,” modifies “The Behavior,” or proves to
alter both its function and
behavior.

A) The Bogyani Piano

[Figure.7: Bogyáni piano. 2015]
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The function and behavior in
the Bogányi piano, also
referred to as the ‘Bat Piano’,
remains static however the
radical new form provides a
futuristic aesthetic. The
designer responsible for the
‘Bat Piano,’ Hungarian pianist
Gergely Bogányi, claims he
was “Searching every day, to

refine sound beyond time,”27
over the last ten years.

In terms of refining sound,
Kelcee Griffis explains, “[The]
Bogányi piano presents a
sleek two-leg design that
looks like a sideways V in
profile… The streamlined style
offers practical benefits:
Supporting the piano with two
legs instead of three lets
sound waves waft
unobstructed to the audience.
Inside, when struck by the

[Figure.8: sleek two-leg design...Bogyani piano.2015]

hammers attached to the keys, the strings vibrate against a
composite wood-and-iron soundboard, which produces a set of
distinctive tones.”28
In terms of interdisciplinary collaborations that form the music
industry, Boganyi refers to the substantial factors necessary, in
order for a musician to produce a new instrument:
The design took shape over a decade of
working with a devoted, genuinely
talented team of designers, engineers,
piano craftsmen and music technicians….
We experimented through some 8,000…
engineering hours with modern materials,
particularly with the soundboard,
searching for new technical solutions,
constantly analyzing the derived new
[spectrum] of sound.29

In this example, what is the need for such an ostentatious
modular innovation, even in the piano shape only? In answering
this question, it is not enough to say that refining the sound of
classical piano is the reason. At the heart of the answer is the
deficiency of the conventional outline design of the grand
piano to be structurally interrelated with the novel
characteristics of existing current sophisticated concerts
emerged modern light and sound systems. Just think, a
conventionally designed grand piano is not befitting for a Lady

28

Ibid.

“The Piano,” Bogányi Piano, accessed
November 3, 2015, http://www.
boganyi-piano.com/en/piano/.
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Gaga concert – it is, literally, outdated. This case bears a striking resemblance to that of
traditional Arabic instruments, as they too, have not been innovated since the medieval
centuries. Where Bogányi succeeded, however, was in his approach, as he took his vision and ran
it through many disciplinary channels, allowing it to cultivate and change, and, in so doing, he is
better prepared to face the epochal and future changes, wrought from his design.

Recently, I came across electric versions of the Oud and the Qanun, and, although they were
interesting, as individual instruments, when compared to the Bogányi, they were less successful,
in both, design, and execution. Neither one changed or enhanced the sound of the instrument,
which is the case for a majority of Arabic wind and string instruments – as they are still being
made out of wood. However, given that the instruments were made according to the authentic
form, and from a high quality wood, they still produced subtle sounds. Unfortunately, this may
not be very effective, or, even, sufficient enough to fulfill what most contemporary Arabic
musicians require on the stage.

B) THE ROLI
Simply put, the “Roli” is the most radical piano-based musical innovation since the electric
“key-tar”(a portable amalgamation of a keyboard and an electric guitar) and it will be just as
revolutionary. The “Roli” alters both, ‘The Function’ of the instrument, and ‘The Behavior,’
considering that performers are required to play this new invention differently. Interestingly, as I

[Image.9: The Seaboard GRAND by ROLI that won the Designs of the Year 2014 product category.]
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will explain, Arabic musicians can recognize and play
quartertones on this instrument’s new scale.In 2014, the new
squishy-keyed ‘Seaboard GRAND’ keyboard, by ROLI, was
awarded “Design of the Year,” in the “New Product” category.
This indicated that we are on the cusp of a new generation of
digital musical instruments. “I think we’re now facing a new
beginning in music,” says Roland Lamb, CEO of the East
London-based technology start-up, ROLI. “The worlds of digital
and acoustic music are starting to come together.”30
In a recent interview with CNN, Lamb describes his frustration
with the conventional piano’s inability to modulate the timbre,
pitch, and volume of each note, similar to the way a guitar
allows for players to bend notes, at will, on a single note.31
Thus, his intention was to merge the digital and the acoustic
world, allowing him to bend and shape sounds, at will, and with
each individual finger, on his newly invented keyboard.

30- “Movie: Roli’s Seaboard Keyboard Is a
New Beginning in Music,” Dezeen,
accessed November 1, 2015, http://www.
dezeen.com/2014/08/19/movie-interviewroland-lamb-roli-seaboard-grand-newbeginning-music/.
31- Ibid
32- “ROLI | Seaboard GRAND,” accessed
October 31, 2015, https://roli.com/
products/seaboard-grand.

On Roli’s commercial website, the inventor explains how
“organic” the keyboard feels, as he demonstrates its three main
features. The primary feature, which correlates to Arabic music
scales, is, something he calls, “Intuitive pitch control.” As the
website illustrates:
Adjusting pitch is as natural on the Seaboard GRAND as
it is on a stringed instrument. Slide a finger to the left to
lower the pitch of a note; slide it to the right to raise it.
The smooth feel of the playing surface lets you easily
glide from one keywave to the next, or apply a natural
vibrato to any note.32

As quartertones lay after every interval, in the twelve equal
intervals in the Western octave, moving your finger, slightly,
right or left, will sound the exact quartertone, on this position.
Hence, a common element of Arabic music currently exists, on
this new invention. In studying this original approach, from
Western musicians, Roli is an indicative example of a desire to
extend the Western scale, to that of the more inclusive analog
one (which is Arabic notes at the same time), in order to capture
a greater range of pitches, in Western music.

The highly innovative Roli keyboard website is one of the most
rapid changing webpages to engage their audiences with the
endless possibilities for every studio as the new keyboard is
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compatible with a variety of software and hardware
synthesizers. Their website updates many live different
performances and demonstrations, spanning a number of
different countries, from London to Korea. The company also
recently opened their “Seaboard Lab,” at the Guildhall School
of Music & Drama in London.
This revolutionary keyboard, not only provides for a wide range
of tones, in so doing, it also allows for uniquely exciting musical
performances. Thus, the prevalence of this new keyboard,
worldwide, may induce one of the common Arabic music
characteristics into the Western appreciation of music. Meaning
both Arabic and western musicians can play on the same digital
device to produce their different techniques based on their own
traditions and music principles. Additionally, Arabic musicians
are able to play their music through a device with no additional
complicated functions (i.e. the middle eastern keyboard).33

C) THE ARABIC TRUMPET

[Image.10: Ibrahim Maalouf performs on stage of the Nice’s Jazz Festival in southeastern
France, 2014.]

The Lebanese virtuoso trumpeter, Ibrahim Maalouf, travels from
Arabian maqams to classical music, jazz and heavy metal.
Maalouf, now based out of Paris, was recently awarded “Best
World Music Artist,” at the 2014 French Music Awards.
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33- Middle eastern keyboards have
impressive range of voices and styles with
an oriental focus on sonic palette featuring
Arabic, Maghreb, Khaliji, Iranian, Turkish
and Greek styles. Also it has joystick
controller to change the tuning to Arabic or
pure temperament tuning beside (custom
scale tuning/ scale setting button) which are
the additional 12 quartertones of Arabic
music scale.

[Figure.11:Trumpet with 3 normal valves and a quartering on the extension valve on right]

His father, Nassim Maalouf, had crafted an “Oriental” trumpet,
with his friend, Don Ellis, back in the 1960s, with the elder
Maalouf surmising that, by installing an additional valve to his
trumpet, it allowed him to play the quartertone notes of his
native Arabian music. In contemplation of the younger
Maalouf’s contemporary songs, the composer Ibrahim Maalouf
always looks for an original aesthetic by using the characteristics
of Arabic maqams. By incorporating Arabic maqams into
Western songs, Maalouf is able to use his music as a bridge
between the two musical cultures.
On the side of compilation, between jazz music and Arabic
maqam, John Schneider, the Founder/Director of MicroFest,
the largest microtonal music festival, states:
He’s using those seven notes in the scale but when it
comes time for him to improvise, he strays off the path
just a little bit… It’s like spicing food in a particular
way…the man obviously has Lebanese music, traditional
music, in his ear. So when it comes time for him to
ornament, he uses those strange, wonderful spices to
get them an odd quartertone tinge and that gives you
that flavor of the Middle East.34

Throughout his career, the highly talented Maalouf has
performed to sold out audiences all around the world, with his
unique sound appearing to have a particularly international

34- Betto Arcos, “Bridging Arabic And With
An Unusual Instrument,” NPR.org, accessed
November 4, 2015, http://www.npr.
org/2013/03/31/175598222/bridgingarabic-and-Western-music-with-an-unusualinstrument.
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appeal – spanning many countries in Europe, the Americas and, of course, the Middle East. With
the increased publicity of the Arabic trumpet in the Western world, thanks to Maalouf, it can
assist in the dissemination of Arabic music in the international market.

In terms of ‘Functions’ and ‘Behaviors,’ this new Arabic trumpet is considered a radical innovation
for Arab musicians. The trumpet’s phoneme, in this case, did not change, but using its distinct
phonemes – while, being a semi-regularity, in, both jazz and metal music – is quite a new
approach, for an Arabic music ensample. Of course, this innovation demands a similar change in
‘Behavior,’ as Arab performers must adjust their creative improvisations of the various Arabic
maqams. Thus, these changes in music performance, along with the new, powerful sounds,
create, and perpetuate, a renewed interest in Arabic music scales.

Second Category: Physical Computing Music
A) THE MUSICAL GLOVES
Undoubtedly, we are all
accustomed to watching our
favorite musicians moving,
quickly, between various
controllers and instruments, as
they perform live in concert,
but it seems this practice may
become an obsolete method
of playing live music in the
near future. If current
technological trends continue,
it is anticipated that music
production will be controlled,
solely, from the performers
own body movement. There
is, at least, one such
technology doing this already
known as “The Gloves” which
enables the users to create an
entire musical composition,
right at their fingertips. This
project further legitimizes this
seemingly, impossible future
direction.
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[Figure.12: Imogen Heap at TEDGlobal. 2012]

[Figure.13: Diagram shows the technology used in the musical gloves by Imogen Heap]

35-Imogen Heap: She earned a Grammy in
2010 for Best Engineered Album in the
Non-Classical category for her album
Ellipse. Her hit «,» featured in the 2006
movie The Last Kiss, is a love ballad
performed by Heap and a mini-choir of
robot doubles, as affecting a song as has
ever been created with a vocoder.
36- “Imogen Heap’s ‘Magic Gloves’ Make
Anyone a Musician - CNN.com,” CNN,
accessed November 3, 2015, http://www.
cnn.com/2015/01/12/technology/
imogen-heap-mimu-music-gloves-blk/
index.html.
37- Kelly Snook: is a Mi.Mu engineer, who
has been working on the gloves project
since its conception almost six years ago.

The origin of the music glove began when, world-renowned
musician, Imogen Heap,35
assembled an interdisciplinary research and development
team, comprised of super-wearable technology experts,
interactive designers, and music researchers. The intent of this
project, as Heap explains, was to address limited parameters in
computer aided musical interactions, which were solely
operated through the use of a mouse and a keyboard. In
addressing the limited parameters, Heap has stated “I wanted
to be able to have something which … was directly from the
brain to quickly be able to manipulate sound just by intuitive
gestures.”36
In a recent interview with CNN, Kelly Snook37 explains that the
gloves are loaded with a myriad of sensors, with each individual
buzzer and button, all sending a continuous flow of information,
wirelessly, back to its corresponding computer. The gloves
gather information from various sensors [i.e. accelerometers,
gyroscopes and magnetometers] built into the gloves’ fingers,
which detect every bend, in a performer’s finger. This allows the
glove to record all the pertinent information, regarding the
performer’s hand movements, such as its position, direction,
39

and speed. Through custom software the computer assigns
pre-configured sounds to each hand gesture.38
By placing digital sensors, directly, onto the body of a musician
or performer, it will alter their behavior and their production of
the music.

38-“Imogen Heap’s ‘Magic Gloves’ Make
Anyone a Musician - CNN.com.”
39- “Sparkfun,” Sparkfun, accessed
November 3, 2015, https://learn.sparkfun.
com/tutorials/makey-makey-quickstartguide.

Despite its apparent complexity, the logic underpinning it is
quite simple; as music and body movement have, forever,
shared a symbiotic relationship. In fact, it is precisely this innate
symbiotic relationship of which the audience of Arabic music
correlates to playing Arabic percussion instruments. During a
live performance, for example, an Arabic percussionist must
move his body, in certain ways, in order to properly manipulate
his portable drum – doing so, not only fascinates his audience,
but it also accentuates the powerful rhythms. So what if his
arms were connected with such intuitive gestures to create his
generative version of complex drumming rhythms? A similar
scenario could be imagined for Oud and Qanun players, as
they typically improvise and stretch Arabic notes, repeatedly,
during a single, diversified oriental performance. Imagine an
Oud player performing his music, using the gestural gloves,
and, thereby, granted the ability to extend his expressional
music notations, as he pleases. Certainly, it would propose
interesting variations and new approaches in the continually
evolving world of Arabic music.

B) THE MAKEY_MAKEY
The second example of physical computing processes used in
music production explored a simple, easy to use, electronic
device, called the “MaKey MaKey Board.” The MaKey MaKey
Board is a collaborative project developed by Jay Silver and
Eric Rosenbaum, representing the MIT Media Lab, and Spark
Fun Electronics,39 respectively.
In the most basic sense, by using this cleverly designed
invention,any electrically conductive object, paired to a computer,
is turned into a musical instrument. The inherent ease of access,
for this innovative board, effectively grants users, even those
possessing no previous musical background, the ability to
produce their own sounds and music, using their everyday,
household objects. In terms of object specificity, any material
that conducts, even, a tiny bit of electricity will do the trick,
including food, liquid, and, amazingly, even drawings on paper.
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[Figure.14: children and adults can interact
with the board in ease.]

[Figure.15: Touch your drawing to create
music.]

[Figure.16: Turn objects to play a music
scale]

The MaKey MaKey Board acts as a “mediator,” of sorts,
between the object and the computer. It translates every touch,
outside the computer, into digital commands, each one
resulting in a different action for the computer. Examples of this
include producing specific sounds, generating letters, and
moving objects through interfacing with the computer. Many
artists and musicians have already used the MaKey MaKey
Board to create images and sounds simply by touching different
objects or drawings. Also, the MaKey MaKey board allows the
artists and musicians to access pre-recorded audio files from the
computer.

Innovative inventions, such as this, enable people to be more
creative and increasingly excited about correlating objects and
sounds. It also grants the ability to “hack” any natural sound,
produced by an object providing an alternate engagement with
everyday objects. This device allows people with to no skill,
including non-musicians, children, and adults, to produce
sounds out of their surrounding environment and mix them with
their favorite music style. Furthermore, this music style can even
be fully integrated with the Arabic music scales and rhythms, if
one so chooses.

The diagram below compares the level of the innovation of
each of the precedents inspections:

[Figure.17: conclusion diagram compares the current shift in the music industry according to the precedents studies.]
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7. INVISTIGATION

This research phase is shaped around two main subtopics. The
first is “The instruments and human behaviors” which, I tackle
analogue approach to research both the acoustic and visual
representations of the music. The second subtopic is “Music
Gestural Technology and Arabic music principles”. In this
approach I used digital methods to translate the gestural
expressions. Below is the study of these subtopics:

1. Instrument & Behavior
The first subtopic investigates the direct relation between the
individual and the music instrument. This subtopic includes two
different projects “Tonal Pocket” which focus on experiment with
sounds and “Musiclay” which focuses on experiment with visuals.
Both projects focus on experimentation, analysis and
development of idea of how to shape my final outcome.

1.1: TONAL POCKET
During my visit to an Oud workshop, I asked the Oud maker if
he had ever attempted to change the Oud string to the guitar
string or vice versa. I also asked if he had ever considered
changing the size of the Oud to the smallest size possible and
how that would affect the sound. He had no answer to these
questions, as he had never tried to make any changes in his
handcraft industry. However, he replied, “This of course would
change the voice of the instrument, which then changes its
function.” One of my research investigation goals is to
considering how the function of this instrument will change
according to people’s behavior.
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[ Figure.18: Tonal Pocket]

This led me to develop the “TONAL POCKET.” It is an analogue, musical, portable pocket that is
inspired from the authentic Arabic stringed instruments “Oud” and “Qanun.” The size of this
pocket is 19 x 14 x 5 cm and the user can hinge this instrument on their trousers and use it as a
pocket as well. The front and backside is half-wood, half-fabric and made by the wooden-textile
sandwich technique. This technique gives the instrument the flexible form as a pocket, while at
the same time the wood still covers the entire pocket inside and out to create the resonance as
an acoustic instrument. The making of the instrument illustrates the implementation of the
intricate Islamic texture covering the entire pocket to enrich the user tactile experience with the
Arabic artistic identity.
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THE PROCESS:

[Step ONE - Plywood Thickness]

[Step TWO - CNC Router’s drilll bits]

[Step Three - CNC mill]

[Step Four - Fixing on canvas]

[Figure.19: Tonal Pocket - digital fabrication process]

First, I used the minimal thickness of plywood (3mm) in order to avoid a heavy instrument while at
the same time, allowing for the flexibility of the sides.
Second, I chose the appropriate drill bit of a CNC router. The challenge of this step emanates the
necessity of cutting off the upper and middle layer of the plywood, keeping only the bottom layer
of the veneer to keep my engraved texture connected.
Third, the fixation of the engraved pieces on Canvas using industrial adhesive. Then, gluing the 3D
printed PLA plastic bridge, I attached the copper strings.
Finally, I calibrated the tension of the copper strings with an oriental keyboard to evoke a certain
Arabic maqam in sequence of the strings position.
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FINDINGS:
Despite the small size of the
instrument, the pocket
successfully produced fine
sounds using the cooper
strings. I then attached real
Oud strings. This instrument
was able to accommodate up
to six strings (doubled as in
the Oud instrument).

[Figure.20: Video snapshot of the Tonal Pocket demonstrating the sound of Soft Material]

[Figure.21: Video snapshot of the Tonal Pocket demonstrating the sound of Hard Material]

According to the player, the
chamber alters the voice
resonance coming out of the
pocket depending on the
hardness or softness of the
material of the objects that
the user puts inside the
pocket. For example, my first
experiment was inserting soft
materials such as a teddy bear
and tissues into the pocket.
The outcome of the voice was
more of a “dull thud.” In my
second experiment I used
hard materials such as a metal
keychain, glasses, and watch.
This tonal outcome voice was
more “shrill.”

The goal of this investigation was to experiment with the integration of the musical instrument with
daily objects that emulate Arabic music tools. As the tonal pockets look (the texture) and smell
(wood) very familiar to Arabs, it raises the awareness of their rich on-the-go music legacy.
Additionally, Tonal Pocket considers critical project as it questions the impact of our behaviors on
the instrument’s sound. On same steps of Arab ancestors, the question is, can Arabs merge their
contemporary environment into their contemporary Arabic music again? The answer needs the inregion interdisciplinary designers to research the possibilities.
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1.2: MUSICLAY
‘MUSICLAY’ is a machine used to visualize your musical notations on clay. In this initial stage of my
research, I was investigating the potential of linking the player’s performance (behavior) and music
gesture through an analogue method. My intention was to explore the possibility of adding visual
aspects to Arabic music in order to excite people about the playing of their music. This project
investigates music visualization in order to research the conceptual aspect of design. The goal is to
make intangible music tangible through the creation of permanent physical artifacts that could
prove interesting to possess afterwards.

The project name is a combination between ‘MUSIC’ and ‘CLAY.’ This machine works by mechanical
mechanism generated by the body of the music player. It transfers the movement of the performer›s
foot on the pedal (in linear motion) to revolve the clay’s cylinder (in rotary motion).

The hammers of the piano, which are attached to each of the piano’s keys, have been replaced with
different shaped sculpture tools. The potential of this instrument is to function as a keyboard not a
piano, as the machine traces the music performer’s behavior. The outcomes are customized vessels
according to various parameters. For example, the pedal controls speed, sculpture tools control
the outer shape, and wooden rods control the inner shape. All of these parameters allow you to
control your final product in varying customized methods.

[Figure.22: Sculptures tools are attached to the Piano’s Keys]
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[Figure.23: The Performance Transfers on the Clay surface]

[Figure.24: Customizable vessles shape and the wooden rods used]

FINDINGS:
Monitoring the tangible results of the music performance shifted the behavior of both the player
and the spectator. During his/her performance, the player becomes more enthusiastic about
controlling the customizable parameters in order to watch the live changes on the artifact. For
instance, his foot speed’s rhythm reflects his gestural expressions according to his song mood (fast/
slow), engaging spectators of the process who become excited about the final outcome. This
creates a strong link between the music and the listener by raising the interest in the whole process.
To sum up, I would like to say visualizing music is a very interesting approach for both the player
and the audience.
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2 – Music Gestural Technology vs. Arabic music principles
The second aspect in my investigation phase was to find appropriate technology that can accurately
translate player performance and behavior. In doing so, I identify the Leap Motion as a device and
GECO as an application.

2.1: GECO & Leap motion:

Despite its tiny size, the infrared sensor device “Leap Motion” covers a wide range of technological
uses including virtual reality, computer controls, games, music and entertainment…. etc. In its
category of music production, I used its associated application “GECO” which helped my
investigation of tracking both hands independently and simultaneously. Moreover, it interprets 40
control streams of hand gestures into MIDI messages. It does not directly produce or manipulate
the sound, but rather controls other software that can understand MIDI (I used MainStage3 in my
case study). In addition, through its customizable user interface, it provides real-time visual
feedback of your hand movements to show your current hand position along with MIDI data.

[Figure.25: The Infra-red device, Leap Motion]

THE PROCESS:
- First, I connected the keyboard through MIDI connection along with the Leap Motion device
and configured both MIDI devices to my Mac computer.
- Second, I launched “Geco” and “MainStage3” software applications.
- Finally, I assigned specific gestures in “Geco” to control note changes on “MainStage3,” such
as pitch bender.
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FINDINGS:
This investigation resulted in my ability to successfully change the usual notes to quartertone notes
this is somewhat similar to the “Roli” keyboard but by using hand gestures in the air. I was also able
to adjust the pitch I play on the regular keyboard as it is on a stringed instrument or as it is being
played on the sub-scale of my oriental keyboard. For example, I adjusted two variables to translate
the pitch to lower if I lowered my hand, and to raise the pitch up if I moved my hands up.

The way I explored “Leap Motion” and its associated application “Geco” allowed me to change
the behavior of my performance. This meant integrating an extra layer (my left hand in the air) to
collaborate and change the tones, while my right hand is free to play on the keyboard. In terms of
accessibility, this experiment needs someone who knows how to play piano or keyboard (musician)
as well as having the ability to compose or improvise music.

MIDI
Connection

LEAP MOTION

[Figure.26: The Process of the conncetion between the keyboard, computer and Leap moition]
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8. KANUD

PRELUDE
The intention of this research is to propose consistent
development ofArabic music rather than simply preserving its
principles. This development intends to connect new
generations in the Arabic region to their rich music legacy. In
accordance with the main goal of this research, the connection
was built through the use of contemporary technology in order
to attract young generations and increase their curiosity about
their music.

During my visit to the Faculty of Music Education at Helwan
University in Egypt, I interviewed the Former Dean Professor Dr.
Amira Farag and the Associate Professor Dr. Samah Ismaiel.
Both professors have supervised many researchers investigating
Arabic music development in terms of scales and music
performance. In this exploratory visit, I developed an interest in
the potential evolution of Arabic music in terms of design and
design aspects. After my interview with Professor Samah, who
explained the distinctive Arabic maqams theories, I became
inspired to redesign the Arabic music scales into a feasible
digital system. She strongly supported this idea as long as this
digital approach allowed the performer to express his/her
emotions in the same various and functional methods of the
acoustic instruments.

In addition, I interviewed several students in same music school,
who were struggling to adjust their performance on various
instruments. One of the students revealed that it took at least
one-year to overcome obstacles to master one maqam on the
Oud because this stringed instrument is fretless. Another
student was struggling to find the right note on the neck and
then to pluck the string appropriately to resonant the right
frequency. This information from the music school led me to
consider non-musicians. What if they want to create their own
music to reflect their moods? How could they do so without
having been professionally trained?

Consequently, I began working with the idea of the KANUD. My
intention was to provide the musicians and the audience of
Arabic music with a contemporary and accessible instrument
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while maintaining its authenticity. Hence, the KANUD offers
many avant-garde features.

FEATURES
The KANUD is based upon Arabic music creativity and its
principle characteristics. This digital instrument is a project that
compiles copious features of the unique Arabic music theories
and its stringed instruments.

The KANUD is a computer-aided musical instrument, using the
application MaxMSP40. MaxMSP enables the natural progression
of Arabic music in the future. The ongoing progression of the
technology and coding will allow the KANUD to stay up to
date. The KAUND’s application involves the samplers, Maqam
scales, effects processors, and controllers. These enable the
user to plugin the KANUD and directly create their music.

The KANUD is a physical hybrid of the two stringed Arabic
instruments “Kanun” and “Oud”. It has a detachable
mechanism, which allows for changing the position of playing.
For instance, the full instrument version (the body and the neck)
enables the player to perform the full function of the Oud. The
neck can be detached from the body and each used separately.
The body enables the player to perform the full function of the
Kanun, while the redesigned scale on the neck enables the
performers to use it as a midi device to contribute with other
performers.

40- MaxMSP is a visual programming
language that helps building complex,
interactive programs such as audio, MIDI,
video, and graphics applications.

In consideration of the fundamental Arabic music characteristic
of improvisation, the KANUD is an accessible device, which
enables anyone to play. This is due to the redesigned Arabic
scales on the neck which enables people to play a specific
maqam by selecting which maqam to run on the application.
Which means that not all of the 24 notes on one octave will be
activated but only the ones that relates to the specific maqam.
These notes are can always be adjusted in MaxMSP to meet the
users needs.
Additionally, the KANUD takes into consideration of the musical
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ecstasy the traditional Arabic audiences used to have in the
traditional concerts. The KANUD has been designed to
distinctively translate the performer’s hand gesture into musical
expressions to reflect his/her mood and emotions using the
digital controller device “Leap Motion”. This midi controller is
connected to MaxMSP where the advanced users can always
change the assigned control to meet their personal
expectations and behaviors.

A primary goal of this research was to bridge between the
contemporary and the traditional Arabic audiences. The use of
responsive technology was essential in attracting the younger
generation. Using this technology allows for a responsive
feedback loop with the audience. This will help foster increased
contribution of Arabic music again, as they are able to
immediately record and share their music worldwide.

The making of KAUND utilized various digital fabrication
technologies and methods. As technology continues to
progress so will the ability for the KANUD to apply more
complex shapes is possible. Digital fabrication methods open
up new eccentric design forms and mediums for Arabic
designers.

Design and digital fabrication
According to the dynamic playing position of the Oud, I 3D
modeled the KANUD with the pear-shaped Oud to be the
dominant form. By virtue of ergonomic design, the performer
needs both of his/her hands to hold the Oud. While for playing
the Kanun the user doesn’t need to hold the instrument but to
lay it down on a table or on their lap. Additionally, the dynamic
shape of Oud is more attractive and engaging as it is similar to
the Guitar. Hence, for both functional and aesthetical aspects, it
was essential to consider the shape of the Oud as dominant
rather than the Kanun.

The Oud is famed for the unique process through which it is
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[Figure.27: The Oud vertical playing position.]

[Figure.28: The Kanun horizontal playing
position.]

made. This stringed instrument necessitates bending the wood
to create its resonance chamber. The guitar and other stringed
instruments rely on the compressed wood technique in order to
create the resonance chamber. Additionally, the process of
making the ribs of the Oud, on its backside, is quite distinctive
and popular all over the Arabic countries.

[Figure.29: The making of the Oud. Wood
bend is uniquely necessary to create the
chamber.]

In the 3D design model, I draw attention to this distinctive
technique specifically to highlight the skills of the Ouds’
craftsmen [see fig.29]. In the same approximate thickness of the
Kanun, the ribs’ thicknesses are compressed on the backside, to
be able to either lay down on a table or a lap [see fig.30].
Despite the backside being curved, the angle of these curves

[Figure.30: The redesigned shape of the KANUD]
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has been designed to be wide
and flexible as the thickness is
only 0.5 CM. This curve was
tested and successfully allows
the KANUD to ergonomically
fit on a lap or on a straight
surfaces [see fig.30, 31].
Due to the smooth mechanism
attached to the leap motion,
the MIDI infrared controller

[Figure.31: the KANUD’s design in Oud Mode]
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[Figure.32: the KANUD’s design in Kanun Mode]

[Figure.33: The detachable Mechanism in the

will create an ergonomic angle
to the performers’ hands. This
mechanism enables the user
to rotate the position of the
Leap motion, both clockwise
and counter clockwise in 30
degrees to properly react to
the user’s gestures. The
following pictures illustrate the
detachable mechanism and
rotational mechanism in the
KANUD.

In general, the design of the
KANUD is based on authentic

[Figure.34: Final design of the KANUD]
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Arabic instruments. In
consideration of its traditional
production, I used Ash wood
in order to provide a similar
aesthetic to Arabic musicians
and audiences. Additionally, I
used wood to bridge the
traditional making process
with contemporary
technologies. Thus, all parts of
the KANUD’s body were
digitally fabricated using a
three-axis CNC router. In order
to deal with the weight of the
instrument, I used the flip
milling technique in order to
get a lightweight instrument
for a sleeker aesthetic, which
represents futuristic
instruments.

[Figure.35: CNC router - Filp milling technique]
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TECH PROCESSES
The responsive technology in the KANUD breaks down into two
primary components. First being the “Leap motion” controller,
the second being the “Bare conductive-touch board”. As per
the function, the KANUD was designed; the Leap motion plays
the primary role in both The Oud and The Kanun mode as
follows:
THE OUD MODE:
The neck utilizes a bare conductive-touch board to play the
musical notes. The KANUD’s body utilizes the Leap motion to
translate the expressive performance of the individual’s hand. In
this case, the instrument (the body and the neck are attached) is
designed to be held by the left hand and the performance is
conducted on a vertical axis.
THE KANUN MODE:
The neck doesn’t exist in this status. Therefore, only the
KANUD’s body utilizes “Leap motion” to translate the
expressive perform of the individual’s hands. In this case, the
instrument (the body only) was designed to be laid down on a
flat surface or on the performer’s lap. The performance is
conducted on a horizontal axis.
FIRST PRIMARY TECH (LEAP MOTION):
The Leap motion controller and its associated application
Geco41 was assigned to MaxMSP as a MIDI device. Over 40
different gestural MIDI messages, generated from both hands,
can be assigned according to the required level of
performance. However, changing these parameters again in
MaxMSP is not easy for beginners, but it is not hard to learn in
order to make any customized changes.

[Figure.36: Leap motion Device]

41- GECO is a multi-Dimensional

MIDI/OSC/CopperLan expression
through hand gestures. In terms of
accessibility for everyone, Geco’s
price is quite reasonable (99.9$). For
more information, visit the website:
https://apps.leapmotion.com/apps/
geco-midi/osx.
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SECOND PRIMARY TECH (BARE CONDUCTIVE-TOUCH
BOARD):
In general, the touch board involves two playing modes, either
MP3 or MIDI mode. In the KANUD, the touch board must be a
stand-alone musical device and in real-time MIDI mode. In
order to decode MIDI notes from its MIDI library, a physical
change to the board is required. After this step, on-board MIDI
functionality will be activated to enable playing multiple
samples simultaneously.

For both modes, the performer interacts with two interfaces on
the screen [See fig. 38]. The first interface is the KANUD’s
application, which was built in MaxMSP, while the second
interface is Geco, which enables the performer to get a realtime visual feedback of his/her hand’s position. The KANUD’s
application is the primary application as it acts as a facilitator for
the performers. The performers are able to change the maqam
tonic pitch, record their performance and add or change
gestural expressions.

[Figure.36: The KANUD application shows Geco and MaxMSP presentation on
screen during the performance]
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[Figure.37: Bare conductive- Touch board]

MAXMSP

The programming and coding was produced with the assistance of John Burrow, an audio and
recording engineer and a music composer. His assistance was instrumental in designing the code
in MaxMsp to receive all the incoming MIDI data from the Leap motion and touch board to
synthesize the Oud and the Kanun voices.

The MaxMSP interface was divided into several patches. Every patch involved different functions.
This designed code runs in the background of the KANUD’s application. This will remain an
open-source application for programmers, composers, and media artists due to the following:

-To enable them to adjust their individual requirements.
-To extend the KANUD’s application with multiple professional layers
through their development. At the same time, this will positively impact the
on-going development of the KANUD in the future.
-To encourage people, specially the young audience, to participate and
share their individual creativity in Arabic music. Afterwards, Arabic music
constantly remains up to date and participate worldwide.
-To encourage programmers and designers to launch their innovation to
boost Arabic music may be, through making more synthetic musical devices
based on the principles and characteristics of Arabic music.

Inside MaxMsp, a redesigned scale was taken apart into 12 discrete pitches connected to 12
touch buttons on the touch board. On the Oud mode, the touch board plays all the notations
while the Leap Motion control a certain expression of the player. For instance the up/down hand
movement changes the velocity of the notes while the opened/closed hand adds the tremolo to
the instrument’s strings and by inclining hand the performer gets the pitch bend effect.
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[Figure.37: MaxMSP Patches- The Oud’s mode patches]

[Figure.38: MaxMSP Patches- The Kanun’s mode patches]
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SONIC SCULPTURES
From the findings of the MUSICLAY project, which implemented
the concept of visualizing music, I became interested in the idea
of translating music into tangible objects. In order to support
this concept of interactivity and raise the awareness of Arabic
music, I used an open source code, which maps sound waves
and converts them into 3D meshes through FFT42 algorithms.
This open source application, called “SonicSculpture”43, enabled
me to 3D print audio files to interpret specific music activity.

42- A fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm
computes the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) of a sequence, or its inverse. Fourier
analysis converts a signal from its original
domain (often time or space) to a
representation in the frequency domain and
vice versa.
43- https://github.com/laserpilot/
SonicSculpture

For instance, duration of one-minute was recorded of various
Arabic songs, which represents different Arabic countries. The
common factor of these songs is the maqam. The example
below is the Hejaz maqam. The songs I have selected are very
popular to Arabs. It highlights the differences in these music
activities albeit the songs utilize the same maqam. The
importance of these sonic sculptures lies in their ability to
demonstrate, compare, memorize and get inspired from these
physical inquisitive objects.

[Figure.39: Sayed Darwich song (Elhelwa de) in Mesh Lap]
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9. FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

Music forever witnesses an on-going development. This research
offers an approach to Arabic music through the use of
responsive technology. The possibilities for future development
are quite open. Below is a list of the possibilities to further
research and/or development directions:

MUSICLAY project tackles new approach to directly visualizing
music. A further development I see is to redesigning the piano
keys to physically include the quartertone notations in one
octave. The aim for such approach is to enable the audience to
observe the music activities and interpret the complex music
compositions. At the moment, the piano keys could be
connected to circuits in the same way the keyboard works.

-KANUD project entails many on-going development, as far as
the technologies keep growing. At the moment, an
accelerometer can be added to enable automatic detection of
the instrument’s position to enable the application switches
between the Oud and the Kanun status. Moreover, I see
possibility of adding Bluetooth unit to connect between the
instrument and the computer in order to get rid of all the wires.

-In terms of generative music, KANUD’s application can be
developed in order to generate music on a designed system.
This designed system can be implemented to meet the needs of
researchers in music schools, or individuals such as musicians
and composers. In the same manner of Jazz music, Arabic
musicians can break their music rules to make inorganic type of
music set on their music characteristics and principles.
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10. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes an original approach of connecting music,
art, design and engineering based on Arabic musicology
studies. It also investigates the possibilities of integrating
technology in Arabic music ensembles. The functionality of
Arabic stringed instruments [The Oud and The Kanun], along
with typical performance behaviors, has lead this research to
propose a novel hybrid instrument that aims to foster a
consistent development to Arabic music.

Based on the principles and aesthetics of Arabic music, the
KANUD offers novel, and creative pathways to Arabic music
creation. While the KANUD is referential to the Oud and the
Kanun, it offers entirely new processes to play it. The KANUD is
neither an Oud or a Kanun but rather an entirely new instrument
in terms of the sound, functionality and performance. With this
new instrument will come new music that pays homage to
tradition while creating a distinctive path to the future.

Furthermore, this research offers an introduction to injecting
generative music processes into Arabic music practice to offer
additional harmonical techniques, [i.e., polyphony, fugal...] of
music composition and improvisation.
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11. EXHIBITION
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